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Synchronous generators greatly simplify the generation plant since it is  

      relatively easy to control and maintain the frequency of the power grid  

      load output. 

The large synchronous machines as a generator, reaction to load transients,  

      faults and frequency control becomes a challenge.  

Wind turbines coupled with a synchronous generators, poses another  

      level of challenge due to higher dynamics to input power caused by  

      intermittent wind levels that occasionally falls below cut-in speeds as well     

      that would need fast reacting modern power electronics converters to rely  

      in current ballasts to keep the grid afloat with continuous power.  

The study of fault transients that is the worst case scenario of the load  

      changes is studied for two reasons:  

line control objective  

protection levels identification 

The study of fault current has the major contribution in the selection of the  

      protective devices such that power regulation is enhanced upon power  

      transfer to the grid. 

Hence, this project focuses onto the mathematical modeling and  

      transient  analysis of the synchronous generators via MATLAB  

      simulation.  

 

System  Analysis 

A 60Hz synchronous generator that is operating at no load.  

Constant excitation voltage is 400V.  

Rotor direct axis position is at 30 deg.  

Generator Parameters: 

Ld = 0.0072 H   Lq = 0.0070 H LF = 2.500 H  

LD = 0.0068 H LQ = 0.0016 H             MF = 0.100 H  

MD = 0.0054 H            MQ = 0.0026 H             MR = 0.125 H  

ra = 0.0020 Ω  rF = 0.4000 Ω               rD = 0.015 Ω  

rQ = 0.0150 Ω  L0 = 0.0010 H 

 

MATLAB Graphical User Interface System Development 

 

 

 

     

Impact effect to renewable energy industry    
 
With hydro turbines, it is relatively simple to maintain the grid frequency within 

the stipulated tolerances by controlling the turbine inlet and controlling the field 

circuit. However, due to vast changes in wind levels keeping the wind turbines  

generator at a constant speed and hence the power at constant frequency  

becomes a challenge.  

 
Simulations below show that due to faults near that generation points in  

      transmission grid, the transients can last long enough to “shake” the grid  

      causing disruption to loads and other generators.  

To maintain robust frequency control, simple mechanical control in  

       synchronous generator based wind turbine would be near to impossible.  

It would be prudent to include a ac-dc-ac power electronic converters that  

      has a very fast response with some of them as fast as few microseconds.  

 
Shortcomings of the Synchronous Generator 

Fault currents and varying generator inputs can cause  unwanted harmonics  

      in the grid. 

Sensitive electronic devices may get hard impact of these noises that need to  

      be properly snubbed using protective devices. 

Higher fault currents would cause higher level stress to mechanical systems   

      of wind turbines and using these simulated outputs of currents, the impact of  

      sudden high counter torque due to fault currents needs to be studied in detail      

      to study the tensions created on the power transfer mechanisms and the  

      inherent fatigues. 

Power grid control ensures that these transients are properly  

      discriminated and isolated if faults exist longer than the times shown in   

      the simulation figures.  

      

Photo or figure of the outcome 

Objectives of the project 

Discuss the power transfer from generation source to the grid  

      (Power Converters). 

Study the effects of fault current contribution in synchronous generators  

       used in wind and hydro turbines. 

Study Transients as Fault currents are analyzed through Transient Analysis 

      techniques, which is useful for selection of protective devices  

      incorporated along with synchronous generator. 

Mathematically model (using Park’s Transformation) the Wind Turbine  

      (Synchronous Generator) and simulate the transients in MATLAB. 

Identify the generator sub-transients, transients and steady state   

      values of current. 

 

Transients for  Balanced 3-Phase Short Circuit (Phase ABC & Field Current) 

Transients for  Unbalanced Line to Line Short Circuit (Field and Armature Current) 

Transients for  Unbalanced Line to Ground Short Circuit (Armature and Field Current) User Input Menu GUI Window 


